1. Introduction, We present a version of the "Generalized stable manifold theorem" of Smale [2, p. 781 ]. Details will appear in the Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society Summer Institute on Global Analysis.
Let M be a finite dimensional Riemannian manifold, UC.M an open set and ƒ: U-*M a C k embedding (&£Z+). A set ACU is a hyperbolic set provided (1)/(A)=A; (2) TtM has a splitting E' ®E U preserved by Df ; (3) there exist numbers C>0 and r<l such that for all w£Z+, max{||(iy| £')"||, \\(Df\ £ tt HI) ^ CV».
It is known (J. Mather; see also [l] 
The proof is based on the following stable manifold theorem for a hyperbolic fixed point in a Banach space. The case k = 1 is essentially contained in Chapter IX, Lemma 5.1 of Hartman [S] .
Let L(') denote Lipschitz constant. (We motivate the definition of fb by considering the Banach manifold 9fTC(A, M) of bounded maps A->M and the local diffeomorphism
A coordinate chart for 9ÎZ(A, M) with values in ^(TAM)
is obtained by letting the section <r correspond to the map x h^e^cr{x) of A into M. The expression for F in these coordinates is then ƒ&.) This is the natural action of ƒ on sections <r.
The derivative of ƒ& at 0 is the hyperbolic linear map Dfb (0) 
